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THE FIRST CAMBRIDGE NEWSPAPER 

G. A. CRANFIELD 

WH I L E no complete file of The Cambridge Journal & Weekly Flying Post is known 
to have survived, sufficient copies have been preserved to provide a fairly detailed 
picture of the character, content and influence of this, the first Cambridge newspaper. 
The Journal flourished between the years 1744 and 1766;  and although only nine 
issues are available for the last six years of its life, the Cambridge University Library 
and the British Museum possess over five hundred copies over the period 1745 to 
1760, when no rival had appeared upon the scene, and the Journal enjoyed its greatest 
success. 

In a town in which the proportion of literacy must have been considerably higher 
than that of most country towns of this period, it may seem strange that no local 
paper had appeared before this. In the surrounding area, Norwich had a news-
paper as early as roi ; the Stamford Mercury had started in 171  3; and both the 
Northampton Mercury and the Ipswich Journal had appeared in 1720. But the 
provincial newspaper was still in its infancy. Certainly its introduction in a particular 
town formed no reliable guide to that town's influence, size or literacy, but merely 
indicated the presence there of a trained printer ambitious enough to promote the 
venture despite the risk of financial loss occasioned by the smallness of the reading 
public and the difficulties of distribution.' But a public was ready and waiting. 
Quite apart from the town, the University provided a large body of potential readers, 
whose avidity for news was thus described by the disapproving Roger North: 

It is become a fashion, after Chapel, to repair to one or other of the coffee-houses, for there are 
divers, where hours are spent in talking, and less profitable reading of newspapers, of which 
swarms are continually supplied from London. And the scholars are so greedy after news, which 
is none of their business, that they neglect all for it; and it is become very rare for any of them 
to go directly to his Chamber after:Prayers without doing his suit at the coffee-houses, which 
is a vast loss of time. 2 

Also, of course, the University formed a large reservoir of educated literary talent 
only too willing to contribute essays and poems. But the town's position on the post 
road and its proximity to the capital gave its inhabitants easy access to the London 
daily and .evening papers, and so bore heavily against the introduction of a local 
weekly. 

1  An outstanding example of this is provided by the tiny town of St Ives, Hunts, where no less than three 
papers were founded before 1720. 

2  Roger North, Life of the Hon. Sir Dudley North, and of the Hon. and Rev. Dr5ohn North (London, 1 744), 
P. 249. 
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Circumstances in 1744 were, however, extremely favourable to the venture: open 
war with France had broken out in March, and rumours of imminent invasion had 
stirred the public into an intense interest in national affairs. Accordingly two London 
printers, Robert Walker and Thomas James,' set up a printing office ' next the 
Theatre Coffee-House, and, in September, 2  launched the Cambridge Journal. 
Walker was a printer of some note who between the years 1734 and 1762 printed six 
London papers. 3  Moreover, the Cambridge Journal was but one of several provincial 
newspapers in which he had an interest, for his name appeared on the imprints of 
the Warwick and Staffordshire Journal, 1737-43 ; the Shropshire Journal, 1737-9; 
the Lancashire Journal, 1738;  the Derbyshire Journal, 1738;  and the Oxford Flying 
Weekly Journal, i746-8. His enterprise in setting up such papers in some of the 
more important provincial centres, or in printing newspapers in London for distribu-
tion in particular country areas, foreshadows the activities of later ( press barons'. 
He was presumably the sleeping partner of the Cambridge Journal. But the book 
printed by his London office were frequently advertised in the Journal's columns: 
indeed, such trade announcements were so regular in all his provincial papers that 
it seems possible that his interest in the provincial newspaper press was mainly 
inspired by a businesslike appreciation of its potentialities as an advertising medium. 

In appearance and layout the Journal was a typical provincial newspaper of the 
period. Published weekly, its price was 2d.—raised to zd. in 1757—and it consisted 
of four pages measuring I5 in. by i i in., with three columns to the page. As the 
printing press of the time was ' in design and method . . . still the press of Caxton '," 
there was not time for the printer to collect and collate a whole week's news before 
going to press: the news had to be printed as it arrived, and it was a common occur-
rence for the various posts to contradict one another. Consequently, the )Iournal'was 
divided into three main headings: 'Tuesday's and Wednesday's Posts', 'Thursday's 
and Friday's Posts', and 'Saturday's and Sunday's Posts'. An explanation of this 
claim to print in a Saturday paper the news of Sunday's post was given immediately 
under that heading: 

The Publick are desir'd to take Notice that whatever Occurrences are inserted under this 
Head are the material Articles inserted in the London Evening Papers, which do not arrive here 
by the Post till Sunday in the Afternoon, 

while no. 183 of 19 March 1748 mentioned 'the Person who went express' for this 
post. The Northampton Mercury had achieved a journalistic triumph by employing 

I  The Register of Apprentices in the Muniment Room of the Worshipful Company of Stationers reveals 
that Walker, ' Son of Thomas, London, Gentleman ' , was apprenticed on 4  February 1723 to James Read, 
printer. James, ' Son of Thomas, London, Letterfounder ', was apprenticed on 4  September 1733 to Edward 
Cave, printer, and took up the freedom of the city on 2 April 1751. Walker apparently never took up his 
freedom. S 

2  By the somewhat dangerous method of calculating back from the first issue available, no. 26 of 
116 March 1745, the date of zz September 1744.for no. i is obtained.. 

' A. Aspinall, 'Statistical Account of the London Newspapers in the Eighteenth Century', in the 
English Historical Review of April 1948, gives a list of the London papers printed by Walker. 

Johnson's England, ed. A. S. Turberville, II, p. 331. 
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an agent to be in London early on Saturday, collect all the London papers, and ride 
post-haste to Northampton, arriving some hours before the official post. But there 
was a clear discrepancy between the Cambridge Journal's claim to a similar feat and 
its performance. No London evening paper appeared on Fridays, and the Journal 
was published too early on Saturday for any of the London papers of that morning 
to be quoted. Thus, the much-vaunted ' Saturday's and Sunday's Posts '  consisted 
merely of the news in the London papers of Friday morning, and a few rumours of 
Friday evening which had been passed on to its agent by the postboy, when inter-
cepted at some point between the two towns. The printers of the Northampton 
Mercury and the Stamford Mercury, after considering at some length the claims of 
their mutual rival, came to the unanimous conclusion that the title of the Cambridge 
paper should be, not the Flying Post, but the ' Lying Post ' .' 

The modern headline had yet to be developed, and the news items were headed 
quite simply ' Foreign Affairs ' , ' Country News '  and ' London ' ,  with the occasional 
appearance of ' Scottish Affairs ' , ' Plantation News ' , ' Ireland '   and ' Ship News'. 
The ' Cambridge ' section, brief in length and of uncertain regularity, was inserted 
after the last post. Page 4  was at first devoted to news items carried over from page i, 
and to advertisements, particularly those of books and patent medicines. Like all 
provincial printers of that golden age of quacks, Walker and James combined 
journalism with bookselling and with the more dubious but often more lucrative 
calling of distributors of quack medicines. Indeed, Walker patented a medicine of 
his own, the well-known ' Jesuits Drops ' , in 1755. 

To increase their sales, the printers gave away weekly instalments • of books: The 
History of the Life and Reign of Queen Anne in 1744;  The Life and Adventures of 
Simon, Lord Lovat in 1746;  and The Impartial History of the Rebellion and Civil 
Wars in 1749. Evidence that such enterprise did not go unrewarded is not wanting: 
by 1750 the Journal had agents in Stamford, Peterborough, Ely, Wisbech, Boston 
and Spalding ; and by 1764 in London, Stamford, Ely, St Ives, Huntingdon, Boston 
and Spalding. The number of independent advertisements, excluding those con-
cerned with books and medicines, rose steadily from an average of a mere half-
dozen in the early years to twelve in 1749, and eighteen in 1757. Indeed, by 
28 November 1747, with as little regard to strict truth as they had shown in their 
claim to last-minute news, the printers were boasting that ' no other Country Paper 
in England has so extensive a Circuit'. 

Unfortunately the printers were remarkably reticent upon the subject of circulation. 
It would, however, be impossible, even were any figures of sales given, to estimate 
with any degree of accuracy the number of actual readers. As a contemporary said: 

The greater part of the people do not read books; most of them cannot read at all: but they 
will gather together about one that can read, and listen to an 'Observator' or 'Review', as I have 
seen them, in the streets, 2  

1  Stamford Mercury, no. 732, 21 December 1744; Northampton Mercury, vol. XXVI, no. viii, 27 May 1745. 
2  Charles Leslie, Rehearsals, quoted by Charles Knight, The Old Printer and the Modern Press (London, 

1854), P. 219. 
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while Addison estimated that twenty people read every copy of the Spectator. 
Lending of copies and public readings in taverns and coffee-houses ensured that the 
influence of these papers was out of all proportion to the number of copies actually 
sold. Not until no. 1040 of i September 1764 were any details given: 

The number printed of it is much larger than most other Country Papers during the Time of 
Peace: wherefore the Advantage of Advertising in this is so considerable as the Circulation of it is 
so vastly extensive, that the Number sent Weekly to only one Town in the County of Lincoln is 
upwards of 600, exclusively of those sold in this University, Town, and neighbouring Villages; 
besides there are Seven Men at a great Expence, who convey this Paper thro' the Counties of 
Cambridge, Huntingdon, Bedford, Hertford, Northampton, Leicester, Rutland, Nottingham, 
Derby, and Part of Norfolk, Suffolk, and Essex, it is also by Post conveyed to London and 
Westminster, and into the Counties of Middlesex and York. 

Thus, like all its contemporaries, the Journal overcame the distribution problem 
presented by the wretched cross-country postal service by means of a private delivery 
system based on its own news-carriers. 

The sphere of influence thus outlined, and indeed claimed throughout the Journal's 
whole career, is so extensive that one would be inclined to dismiss it as yet another 
example of the printers' scant regard for the truth. A study of the Journal's advertise-
ments, however, reveals that there was a solid foundation for such assertions. In the 
accompanying map, the place of origin of all the independent advertisements for the 
year 1749 has been plotted.' Advertisements originating in London or in Cambridge 
itself have been omitted, while repeated insertions have been counted as one only. 
The sphere of influence thus disclosed is impressive. Although the most con-
centrated area naturally lies in the immediate neighbourhood, Lincolnshire is very 
heavily represented, while quite an extensive crop appears in the surrounding 
counties. The number in East Anglia is noticeably small: clearly the Norwich and 
Ipswich papers had a virtual monopoly of this area. But the number originating in 
Stamford is curious, in view of the existence of the powerful Stamford Mercury. 2  
A study of the Journal of later years shows that its extensive circuit was not only 
maintained but even enlarged. However, this concentration upon a wide area could 
prove dangerous to the paper's position in Cambridge itself, as subsequent events 
were to show. 

It remains to explain how it was that the Journal could encroach so successfully 
upon the natural spheres of such papers as the Stamford Mercury. The expansion of 
industry and commerce was creating a demand for educated clerks, and so providing 
a growing reading public outside London—a public whose growth throughout the 
century was reflected in the steadily increasing number of provincial newspapers. 

1 Acknowledgement is due to Mr M. J. Wise for the idea of using newspaper advertisements for this 
purpose. See his article 'Birmingham and its trade relations in the early eighteenth century', in the 
University of Birmingham Historical Journal, vol. ii, no. i, 1 949, P.'73. 

2  So important was the custom of Stamford that in 1749 the publishing day of the Journal was actually 
changed to Friday, the market day of that town. Ten weeks later the day of publication became Saturday 
again: Cambridge Journal, 15  April and 24 June 1749. 
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Clearly Cambridge, the population of which in 1749  was estimated to be only 613 I,' 
was too small to support a newspaper, and the printers were forced to concentrate 
upon a wider field. Undoubtedly. Cambridge was well situated to act as a service 
centre for a large area—an area which, save for the Stamford paper, was uncom-
fortably far removed from the printing offices of neighbouring papers. But the 
Journal was not noticeably better than its rivals. The answer to the problem probably 
lies in the presence of the University. 

As the foremost seat of learning, the University possessed a news interest of its 
own, appealing to a far wider public than the purely local one. It was the one great 
asset possessed by the printers, and descriptions of its activities formed the greater 
part of the Cambridge section. Accounts of Fellowships, elections, prize essay 
competitions, lists of the numbers and colleges of those admitted to degrees, and 
details of Graces were frequent. Also, in view of the intimate conñexion between the 
University and the Church, it seems probable that many of the more distant readers 
of the Journal were clergymen hungry for preferment who hoped to find in its pages 
news of vacancies in the many rich livings in the gift of the various colleges. 
Certainly the Journal did its best to cater for this type of reader, and reports of prefer-
ments, usually with full financial details, were prominent. Thus, no. 219 reported 
that a Fellow of Clare Hall had been presented to the living of Brooks, Essex, worth 
;,C200 a year, while no. 308 noted that a Fellow of King's had been presented to that 
of Ringwood, Hampshire, worth 350. Such examples could be multiplied a 
hundred times. It cannot be said however that the Journal was often able to give 
advance information of vacancies: too often its report was of the filling of a vacancy, 
and so was of little use to the hungry seekers after preferment. But it did its best, 
and, for example, nos. 226 and 375 noted the deaths of two rectors of Baisham, 
' worth near 400 I.'—with the intimation in the second case that the competition was 
likely to be formidable, with the Master of St Catharine's and a senior Fellow of 
St John's standing as candidates. 

Other local news was meagre and sporadic: the absence of trained reporters meant 
that no attempt was made to report events outside the immediate locality. Even 
Stamford was largely ignored. And, in a small and largely self-contained community, 
gossip in taverns and along the road would spread news long before a weekly paper 
could put it into print. Thus, the local news consisted mainly of deaths, crime and 
accidents, for public events such as municipal or parliamentary elections were too 
well known in the vicinity to need reporting in any save the barest fashion, and 
would be of little interest to 'foreign' readers. Also, the printers were too anxious 
not to offend powerful local interests to take up a forceful line on local affairs, and so 
maintained a cautious silence. Thus, the University controversy over the 1750 
regulations, and the subsequent conflict over the question of the right of appeal from 
the sentence of the Vice-Chancellor 2  passed practically unnoticed in the columns of 

1 C. H. Cooper, Annals of Cambridge (Cambridge, 1852), IV, P. 274. 
2  For the whole controversy, see D. A. Winstanley, The University of Cambridge in the Eighteenth Century 

(Cambridge, 1922), pp. 199ff. 
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the Journal. Certainly a far better account of them appeared in the London papers, •  
and in provincial papers like the Norwich Mercury which, being farther removed 
from the scene of action, were less afraid of local interests and less susceptible to 
local pressure. Local correspondents who wished to air their views upon such topics 
were forced to go outside Cambridge: thus the Oxford paper, The Student, of August 
1750, contained a clever satire on the regulations from a Cambridge contributor. 

Like most other papers of the time, the Journal printed each week a list of bank-
rupts, stocks, and the ' Prices of Goods at the Bearkey '. It also added, presumably 
for purposes of comparison, a most useful list of the prices of the more important 
grains and foodstuffs at various local markets—Cambridge, Ware, Hitchin, St Albans, 
Hertford, and occasionally Biggleswade. 

However, the Journal's policy of stepping carefully between opposing interests is 
apparent in its reporting of any topic likely to arouse local passions: its ambition was 
to be the county paper and to make no enemies. Just as the personality of the 
printers was kept in the background in local politics, so in local affairs generally, 
apart from the occasional expression of opinion appearing in the correspondence, 
the Journalconfined itself to news and eschewed views. Local questions were thrashed 
out by correspondents, with no editorial comment whatsoever. Thus the benefits of 
repairing the road from Huntingdon to Coventry were urged at great length by 
' Publicus ' in no. 382, while the refusal of local masters to carry goods to King's 
Lynn until the exorbitant charges levied by that town were abolished was given great 
publicity in no. 176. Similarly, the Journal's pages were thrown open quite impartially 
to a complicated and highly technical discussion on the merits and demerits of the 
1747 project to rebuild the Denver Sluice in the Fens. 2  

However, local news and correspondence formed only an insignificant part of the 
contents of eighteenth-century provincial newspapers. Indeed, they were ' local '   in 
name only. Their object was to provide for the price of one newspaper the most 
important items contained in a dozen or more London papers. In the words of 
Couper, 3  they were ' almost parasites on the newspapers of London . and the 
Continent ' . Thus, from no. 38 of 8 June 1745 the main announcement read: 

The Advices contained in this Journal are collected from the following Papers, viz. Amsterdam, 
Utrecht, Hague, Leyden, Brussels, Paris and London Gazettes; the Paris A-la-Main ; London, 
General and St James's Evening Posts; London Courant; Daily Advertiser; General Advertiser; 
Daily Post; Daily Gazetteer; Universal Spectator; Old England journal; Craftsman; West-
minster journal; Dublin and Edinburgh News Papers; .  and Wye's, Fox's and other Written 
Letters; besides private Intelligence. - 

Nor was this impressive list conclusive, for there were few papers upon which the 
Journal did not levy tribute at some time or another. Its pages were thus filled with 

1 I.e. the Bear Quay, off Thames Street, London, where most of the grain ships discharged their cargoes, 
and where the first great corn market had been established. See W. J. Passingham, London's Markets 
(London), p. 205. 

That this impartiality was wise is proved by the fact that the Cambridge Corporation petitioned against 
the project: Cooper, op. cit. IV, p. 250. 

W. J. Couper, The Edinburgh Periodical Press (Stirling, 1908), p. 1117. 
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verbatim extracts from other papers: what little original matter that appeared was to 
be found only in the meagre local section or the rare correspondence. And even the 
' Letters to the Author '  were frequently borrowed from a London paper. 

The amount of space devoted to foreign affairs never fails to puzzle the modern 
reader; for it is scarcely conceivable that the eighteenth-century public could 
have been passionately interested in the endless diplomatic manifestos, details of 
European policy and odd items about foreign courts which filled the greater part of 
the Journal. But ' Foreign Affairs '  held the position of honour at the top of each 
post; and only once during the whole crisis of the Forty-Five did the rebellion take 
precedence. But authority in the eighteenth century emphasized the distinction—
often quite arbitrary—between the lawful liberty of the press and what it termed 
' licentiousness ' :  and frequent prosecutions of erring newspapers served to remind 
the remainder that any encroachment on the field of domestic politics in the way of 
frank comment on government policy was liable to be regarded as seditious. Thus, 
the Journal's earlier announcements read: ' We intend to give no Offence to any 
Party or Private Person, but to print an impartial News Paper. '  In fact, the Journal 
endeavoured to make as few enemies as possible: as the only local paper it would be 
read by both parties, and it sought to please both. Clearly the printers had to step 
carefully; for, despite their professions of neutrality, there was no doubting that their 
sympathies were wholeheartedly with the Old Interest or Country Party—and Walker 
had been taken up for printing seditious pamphlets in 1728 and 1729—while the 
Corporation and University were Whig. 

Thus in its reports of elections it is noticeable that the Journal never attached a 
party label to the candidates: it did not adopt the device of the Norwich Gazette, 
which printed the names of Old Interest candidates in capitals, and those. of Whigs—
and, to press the point home, the names of condemned criminals—in italics. Really 
local elections were, of course, too well known to need reporting: all that appeared 
were the election notices appealing for 'Votes and Interest'. Usually these notices 
followed a stereotyped pattern; but in the heat of the Forty-Five William Montague 
introduced the patriotic note: 

From on Board his Majesty's Ship Prince Edward... A  am called away to my Duty and have 
received my Sailing Orders, which renders it impossible for me to be present at the Election.... 
Nothing but my Duty to my King and Country should have prevented my personal Attendance. 

Of course, the Journal never openly identified itself with the Old Interest in local 
elections, even during the bitterly fought 174  general election. Striking proof of the 
contemporary interest in politics is afforded by the fact that the first notice for this 
appeared as early as 28 October 1752. But only the bare notices were printed, and 
the Journal regularly carried an impressive list from Huntingdonshire, Bedford, 
Hertfordshire and Cambridge, accepting those from both parties. Most of these 
notices were of the standard highly non-committal pattern; but those of the eccentric 
Tory candidate for Cambridge, Jacob Butler, maintained from the first a highly 
individual note. Thus, no. 485 declared his determination to stand 
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that you and the World may know that there is one left of that Principle that once I knew Nine 
Parts in Ten of this Kingdom were, tho' many of them now living are become Zealots of that 
Party they despis'd. 

But the desire to retain the custom of both parties largely gagged the Journal in the 
matter of local elections: there were none of the stories of violence, bribery and 
propaganda that appeared so frequently, in its accounts of more distant affairs. In 
its reports of these, such squibs as the following, in no. 273 of 9  December 1749: 

On seeing Pollers go through a certain Church to vote a certain Way 
See, sculking thro' the Isles, each Tr- 1  Wight, 
Like filthy Owls of Prey, who dread the Light. 
0! strange Reverse of Things! what Heart but grieves: 
The House of Prayer, turn'd to a Den of Th—s, 

showed clearly the Journal's political sympathies. Indeed, the Journal had long been 
carrying on, in very general terms, a sort of electioneering campaign of its own. It is, 
of course, difficult to dignify with the title of policy a collection of quite unoriginal 
and frequently contradictory paragraphs culled from London papers. But it must be 
remembered that, if outspoken utterances were largely gagged, a good deal could 
still be achieved by innuendo and by a judicious selection of items and sources. Thus, 
if the Journal was never to be so outspoken in its opposition to the Whig government 
as, for instance, - the Norwich Gazette, it rarely let slip an opportunity of attacking the 
Ministry indirectly. Its readers were frequently regaled with ' endless diatribes on 
long since forgotten details of policy—mountains which are no longer even mole-. 
hills ' 2 as the Journal deliberately exploited such matters as the Jew Bill of 1753,  the 
unpopular terms of the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, and the rumours that Gibraltar 
was to be handed back to Spain. Similarly, sentiments with which no one could 
openly disagree, but which were clearly inspired by opposition sympathies, were 
extremely regular, protests at the growth of ' corruption ' and ' influence '   appearing 
almost weekly. This steady indictment of the ancien regime type of government, 
repeated as it was in similar papers throughout the country, was of vast importance 
for the future. Fundamental issues were being brought to the attention of the public, 
which was thus being educated into a sense of its political rights and duties. The 
Radical movement of the late 1760's owed much to the steady dissemination of 
radical views in such papers as the Cambridge Journal. 

But politics were a dangerous subject, and the Journal was happier on the safer 
topics of foreign affairs, diplomacy, and, if possible, war. So long as the 1744 war 
with France and the later Seven Years War lasted, the printers had no difficulty 
in filling their pages. Campaigns were described in exhaustive detail, such events 
as the loss of the Tournay action in 1745 being given three and a half columns of 
no. 34  and all page i of no. 35  of 13 May 1745. Even during the Forty-Five the 
emphasis remained on foreign affairs. 

I.e. Lord Trentham, the Whig candidate in the Westminster election of i''ç. 
2 j H. Hillhouse, The Grub Street journal (Duke University Press, 1923), pp. 5-6. 
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The first uncertain rumours of the landing of the son of the Young Pretender 
appeared in no. 46 of 5  August 1745 ; yet, despite the stirring nature of the news, 
very little space was devoted to ' Scotch Affairs ' . Certainly there was no trace of 
panic in the Journal, which usually referred to the rebellion as ' a mere jest '  or 
' a very Don Quixote Enterprise ' . With no. 54  of 28 September and the news of the 
occupation of Edinburgh, a turning point was reached: clearly the affair was not the 
holiday excursion- of a hare-brained youth at first expected. Now appeared the first 
report of local action: 

The Rebellion in the North growing every Day more formidable, and the Well-being of this 
Nation depending intirely on the Zeal and Loyalty of his Majesty's Subjects, the Nobility, 
Gentry, Clergy, Freeholders and Inhabitants of the County of Huntingdon are earnestly desir'd 
to meet at the George Inn . . . to consult together and enter into proper Measures for the Defence 
and Service of King George and his Royal Family, and to manifest their Regard for the Protestant 
Religion and the Preservation of Our Laws and Liberties. 

A similar notice for Cambridge and Ely appeared in no. 61—surprisingly late in the 
day. . 

The pages were now filled with the propagandist efforts of correspondents, 
prominent amongst whom was ' True Briton ' , a gentleman who combined a hatred 
of Popery with an equally strong regard for the sanctity of property. In no. 57  of 
19 October the Journal's patriotism excelled itself, the slogans NO PRETENDER, NO 
SLAVERY, NO POPERY being inscribed in large black capitals up and down the margins 
of page i , while across the bottom of the page appeared NO FRENCH INFLUENCE, NO 
ARBITRARY POWER, NO WOODEN SHOES. By now a series of what might be called practical 
hints to amateur soldiers was being printed: no. 58 explained how to counter the 
Highlander's broadsword, while no. 61 advised on the correct way to use a bayonet 
against a buckler. 

But the danger disappeared with startling suddenness in December—though 
no. 65 of 8 December reported a panic in Stamford on a rumour that the Highlanders 
were approaching—and a humorous note appeared for the first time for many weeks. 
Thus no. 66 contained a mock advertisement: 

, Escaped from his Keepers at Rome about 4  months ago. A tall young Man about 25 Years of 
Age, very nearsighted and disorder'd in his Senses, of Scotch Extraction, whose Father was Son 
(by Adoption) of Mr James Stuart who kept the Crown near St James's in London. 

In peacetime, however, the Journal was hard put to it to find material of interest 
to fill its columns, scanty as they were. It was forced to follow the example of its 
contemporary, the Reading Mercury, which had announced that 'when a scarcity 
of news happens, we shall divert you with something merry '.' In the case of the 
Journal, the peace of 1748 led to a very important development. Like many other 
provincial newspapers, it began to print, essays from the fashionable London papers, 
the satirical World and Covent Garden Journal being the most popular, although a 
long series from the Inspector regaled readers with the milk-and-water type of moral 

1  Reading Mercury, no. i, 8 July 1723. 
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homilies so dear to the eighteenth century. But no. 239 of 15 April 1749 announced 
a completely new idea, the intention to print weekly instalments of ' that curious 
Novel, The Unfortunate Duchess ' . Henceforward a long list Of novels appeared in 
serial form. The titles of these novels speak for themselves: Mistaken Jealousy; 
Reciprocal Love; The Generous Country Girl, or, Disinterested Love, etc. Such 
enterprise ensured that the printers were never reduced to the straits of the Leicester 
Journal which at one time printed chapters from the Old Testament, reaching 
Exodus before the arrival of rather more recent news.' 

As was the case with all the papers of the period, the serious news was inextricably 
mixed with an extraordinary collection of trivialities and items of human interest. 
The trial of Miss Blandy, who murdered her uncle in 1751,   was exhaustively 
reported until in nos. 391-6 the whole of page 4 was devoted to it, to the complete 
exclusion of the advertisements. Detailed descriptions of particularly gruesome 
murders, accounts of monstrous births, public executions, and all the more sensational 
aspects of eighteenth-century life thronged the pages of the Journal, jostling with 
specimens of the broadest possible humour. In no. 78 of 15  March 1746, ' a Bachelor 
not above 6o with a clear Estate of 5000 1. per Annum ' , who wished to have an heir, 
advertised for a wife. No less than ten answers were subsequently printed, all in a 
vein of somewhat coarse humour. Thus a woman in no. 8o wrote that ' if he is very 
impatient for an heir, he may depend upon one in less than five Months'. 

In the papers of the eighteenth century the news was so scanty that the advertise-
ments were sure to be read. Advertising was, however, an expensive luxury: in 1712 
a tax of is. had been laid upon every advertisement irrespective of its length; and in 
1757 this tax was doubled. The Journal charged 25. 6d. for advertisements ' of a 
moderate length '  until 1757, when it charged 35. 6d. This was later reduced, under 
the spur of local competition, to 35 for those 'not exceeding 24 Lines'. 

The trade announcements were extraordinarily varied, and throw a vivid light 
upon the state of society. Property was advertised most frequently of all; but it was 
followed closely by 'stolen or stray'd' horses and by demands to debtors to pay their 
debts. Runaway apprentices were the subject of frequent notices; and often the 
descriptions of these lads were far from flattering. In no. 436, appeared the following: 

Whereas on Wednesday the :24th.  of January, John Hays absented himself.... He is broad-set, 
low of Stature, between 19 and zo Years of Age, with brown short Hair, very thick Lips and wide 
Mouth, and speaks thick, full-fac'd, and sour Countenance, short Arms, large Hands BUT OF 
LITTLE WORTH. 

Occasionally a lively note appeared. Clearly innkeepers, tradesmen and the owners 
of cattle were not alone in appreciating the publicity offered by the Journal, whose 
columns were frequently utilized for private wars. Thus the controversy over the 
rebuilding of the Denver Sluice was fought out in the advertisements, while public 
apologies were common. 

On the whole therefore the Journal was a typical eighteenth-century provincial 
1  C. H. Timperley, Encyclopaedia of Literary and Typographical Anecdotes (London, 1842), p. 680. 
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newspaper. Its more interesting features, however, dropped out after 1755:'  with 
the outbreak of the Seven Years War, politics were cast aside, and even the literary 
content disappeared. So dull did the paper become, in fact, that in 11762a  rival, the 
Cambridge Chronicle appeared—a rival which in 1767 was to swallow up the older 
Journal. The Journal had made surprisingly little use of the wealth of talent available 
locally, although the readiness of the University to contribute had been proved by 
the number of Cambridge compositions in the Oxford Student; but from the first 
the Chronicle set out to capture the University public, and welcomed original contri-
butions. Similarly, the Journal had paid little attention to the arts; but the Chronicle 
headed one of its main sections ' Literature and Entertainment ' , in which it dis-
cussed books and the stage. In the absence of any continuous run of the Journal 
after 1760 it is difficult to show how it answered this challenge. By 1764 its size had 
been increased to 16 in. by i i in., with four columns to the page, and it was giving 
more space to literary articles and to local news. But the Journal's chief reaction 
seems to have been in the form of abuse. Certainly the Chronicle rapidly gained 
ground, mainly by its appeal to the University interest. A correspondent in no. 4 
summed up the position: 
. With the assistance of your correspondents, added to your own endeavours, [1] think the 
Cambridge Chronicle bids fair to become a favourite with the Public, and not unworthy this 
Seat of the Muses. 

In that last phrase lay the reason for the Journal's failure. It was a typical newspaper 
of the time; but a University town might expect its local paper to be something more. 
And so, on 3  January 1767, the Chronicle appeared as The Cambridge Chronicle and 
Journal, with a farewell message from Sarah James' announcing her retirement ' on 
Account of her ill State of Health'. 

A life of over twenty years was no mean achievement in an age in which news-
papers sprang up like mushrooms overnight, and often died quite as suddenly. And, 
if the Journal eventually failed to satisfy the more exacting standards of an advancing 
public, its pages possess an importance and interest for the modern reader undreamed 
of by its printers. Walker and the James family had no thought of writing for 
posterity: like all provincial journalists of the time they were intent on reflecting the 
opinions and interests of their immediate public. Because they reflected rather than 
tried to form public opinion, their newspapers form a valuable, if somewhat neglected, 
source for the local historian, and, for the general reader, throw a fascinating light 
upon the opinions and ideals of eighteenth-century Cambridge. 

1  The widow of Thomas James, who had died in October 1758. Walker had severed his connexion with 
the Journal in 1753. 
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